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New dawn

Greenline 33

It looks good and won’t cost the Earth. Is this
new hybrid-powered Greenline the shape
of motorboating’s future?
REPORT BY JAKE KAVANAGH

W

hen the giant boatbuilding and
design group Seaway decided to
make a future-proof hybrid
motorboat, it went right back to
the drawing board.
The brief was for a hull design so slippery that
at low speeds it would use just half the fuel of an
equivalent displacement motorboat, yet still be
capable of a steady 12 knots for passagemaking.
It had to have go-anywhere capability, give a
soft ride in hard seas and offer a hybrid
electric-power option that could generate
ample electrical power from renewable sources
as well as recharging via the boat’s diesel engine.
This power would be used to drive an electric
motor for cruising in sensitive or inland areas, as
well as providing an additional 20-mile range
per charge. As such, the design had to support a
large array of solar panels.
Finally, while the emphasis was on the lowest
running costs possible, the boat had to supply
all the comforts of a top-notch cruiser, including
a luxury fitout, a full galley and a generous
cockpit. Seaway’s founder, Japec Jakopin, was
convinced that when people go boating they
don’t actually want to go camping. His other
concern regarded the ever-rising price of fuel,
predicting $100 (£66) a barrel again before long.
Ultimately, the Greenline 33 had to make the
most of the latest hybrid technology and every
last drop of diesel in order to take its owners
anywhere they wanted at a useful speed, in
eco-powered comfort.
In early 2008, the design team set to work. Less
than a year later, they had six prototypes and a
year after that, 65 orders had been taken. That’s
quite remarkable in a recession, although the
credit crunch has probably helped to drive the
sales of a motorboat with low running costs.
Another big factor, though, is that for all its
standard luxury and non-standard
performance this boat is actually very good

>>
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The galley facilities aft are suberb

Hybrid power means lots of mod cons

A truly luxurious and large saloon for a 33ft cruiser. By night it is warm and cosy but it really lights up in the daytime

Decent workspace but no drainer

One toilet and shower but dual access

A two-seater helm and lots of all-around windows make for an easy ride

well as supporting six standard
photovoltaic solar panels under a
hail-proof glass shield.
The builder claims that on a sunny
day the panels can provide enough
power for around 3.5 knots, making
it a true solar-driven boat. However,
For all its eco-credentials the
Greenline still has to look good, and this free 1.3kW of energy is usually
used to top up the batteries (one
it does just that with a strikingly
day’s exposure to sunlight can bring
smart design. From an almost
vertical forefoot, the lines run gently an exhausted bank back to 80%
capacity). The panels can also
back to a generous aft
For
power the domestic
cockpit, with two-thirds
of the boat dominated
a 33ft boat appliances on board,
by a hardtop. This
with very wide such as the fridge or
via a 3kW
extends over the side
side
decks, the television,
inverter. The boat’s
decks and stern,
saloon feels intelligent power
providing protection
huge
management system will
from the weather, as
value, starting at a knock-down
£99,882, albeit without the
hybrid option.

On board
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ensure that mains voltage is always
available, either from the solar
panels, the 3kW inverter, a
shorepower connection or the
electric motor when in generator
mode, switching automatically as
any one source drops away.
For those who like to drive
with the wind in their hair, an
alternative hardtop with a sunroof
is available for an extra €12,000
(£8000). This reduces the solar array
by a third but still provides enough
panels to make a very useful
‘renewable’ contribution.
The roofline covers the side decks
to the midships point, where it
tapers inwards to allow the crew to
climb up onto the raised foredeck.

The bulwark has a generous
stainless steel handrail, making it a
very safe deck design.
Moving back to the cockpit, a
boarding gate is set into the
starboard coaming, so no
gymnastics are required to step
ashore. Another major feature is the
hinged transom, which is lowered
like a drawbridge to create a large
bathing platform. The mechanism is
so simple – just a rope and a pulley,
so there is no risk of a malfunction.
The cockpit is fully self-draining,
with two sealed hatches giving
access to a generous lazarette, ideal
for storing an inflatable tender. The
drop-transom does mean that
davits can’t be fitted, but the pros
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outway the cons because, when
raised, it keeps the overall length to
under 10m – a factor to consider
when paying berthing fees.
The saloon is another marvel of
transformation. The designers
wanted the boat to be particularly
light inside, with excellent visibility
from the helm. This goal was
achieved by creating a large glass
panel that swings up on a gas strut
and nests in the hardtop overhang,
opening the entire saloon up to the
rear cockpit.
The galley sits in the prime aft
starboard corner of the saloon, so it
can serve both the saloon and
cockpit while allowing for lots of
ventilation. There is no communal
bench in the cockpit but each aft
corner has a comfy seat with a
rounded thwart you can press your
back into, and there is room for a
couple of folding chairs, for when
you have guests on board.
Moving inside the saloon, the first
thing to impress is the space and
warmth on offer. For a 33ft boat with
very wide side decks, the saloon feels
huge. A full-size fridge freezer
dominates the port side just inside
the door, but the windows and light
cherry wood and cream upholstery
give the impression of space.
Headroom is generous at 6ft 5in.
The galley features an electric
two-ring hob and a proper oven
with the provision for a microwave.
Because the whole boat has been
configured for 230V, you can plug
ordinary domestic appliances, such
as kettles, toasters or slow cookers,

open saloon

A Ferretti-style hinged window opens up the saloon, so the galley can serve both the saloon and the cockpit

Open cockpit

A simple pulley system lowers the transom, transforming it into a huge bathing and boarding platform

into the well-placed wall sockets.
For safety, the corners of the galley
are rounded and trimmed in
hardwood, although we didn’t spot
any fiddled edges. As a final touch,
the rubbish bin is extracted via a
hatch in the side of the wheelhouse,
which gives access to the area under

V-berth-to-double

the galley from outside.
The saloon doubles as a guest
cabin, with the port seat
transforming into a single berth
and the U-shaped settee converting
into a good-size double. Guests
can gain entry to the boat’s only
toilet compartment via a door in
the passageway.

The starboard helm station has
several automotive influences. The
area beneath the three-piece
windscreen is lined with black vinyl
to minimise reflection, and the helm
console curves upwards to present
plenty of space for electronic
instruments. A handy footrest
and a stainless steel grabrail

>>

Only one separate sleeping cabin for the Greenline, but it works well with en-suite access and scissor-style berths that close up to make a full double
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Sealed-deck storage is plentiful

This gate is perfect for pontoon access

Some useful test conditions showed the sailboat-derived hull to be soft riding and easy to helm

allow a passenger to keep the
helmsman company, even in bad
weather. Both side windows open
by sliding backwards.
A pair of steps take you down into
the only sleeping cabin. Although a
one-cabin arrangement is unusual
for a boat this size, it does deliver a
fair amount of room. Scissor-style
berths are found inside, switching
easily between V-berths or an island
double. Standard domestic
mattresses are used, which means
you can fit conventional bed linen.
A large wardrobe is located at
the foot of each berth, where

there is 6ft 4in headroom, and
ample locker space runs around
the cabin.
An en-suite door leads to the toilet
compartment where a cleverly
designed shower tray rapidly
removes the water. The sea toilet,
which can be discharged into a
factory-fitted holding tank, is set to
starboard, leaving plenty of legroom
all round. Here, polished gelcoat
surfaces are offset with plain
wooden cupboard doors, giving
plenty of storage. Opposite is a
large, full-size storage locker, ideal
for wet weather gear.

Seaway’s goal was to create an
efficient monohull to make the best
use of limited electrical power, and
to save on fossil fuels. Volkswagen
Marine indicated it was keen to
develop its own hybrid technology,
and so a collaboration with Seaway
allowed Volkswagen to create its
own diesel-electric system.
As Seaway already owns and
builds the Shipman range of
performance sailing boats, it
borrowed the ‘skimming dish’
forward end of its yachts and then
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The hybrid installation
delivers an engine and
5kw generator in one.
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Standard shorepower can be used
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Wide decks and clever stowage
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Hybrid systems

Power and
charging

Performance

An automatic electrical management
system takes care of balancing demand
and supply, with an LCD display advising on
the state of the ship’s batteries. Seaway
told us that all the electrics can be upgraded
with comparative ease as technology
advances, making the concept pretty
much future proof.
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Solar and battery power work together
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Diesel engine can provide a boost
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Solar charging keeps batteries healthy
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flattened the stern sections to
provide some lift. A sizeable chine
runs the full length of the hull to
generate more lift and stability. And
because a propeller works best
when it is in line with the water
flow, the propshaft emerges into a
tunnel, so it has virtually no down
angle. The final challenge was to find
a propeller that would be just as
efficient with 165hp as it would with
13hp. After extensive research, the
solution was found in the shape of a
five-bladed and very fine-pitched
Michigan prop.
Seaway claims it operates within a
few percentage points of optimum
efficiency in each mode. Because of
the hull’s shallow draught, two
fibreglass fin-like keels were added
about a third of the way forward
from the transom to give better
tracking and to reduce roll. The fins
recess into sockets in the hull, and
are strong enough to allow the boat
to dry out. However, if the fins hit
something at speed, they will snap
cleanly off without any hull damage,
and are relatively inexpensive to
replace. However, at £1000 a pair,
they aren’t exactly disposable.
After exhaustive tank tests and
trials with a full-size prototype, the
new hull – which represents an
evolution of both the full and
semi-displacement hull – acquired
the name ‘super-displacement’. But
this boat’s quest for efficient speed is
less about the lift and planing that
semi-displacement boat’s seek,
and more about being a very
slippery hull that is particularly
light (just 5.5 tonnes loaded).
Pushing the theory to one side,
how does a super-displacement
boat perform? Leaving the marina
was easy. Thanks to the side door
and lowered bathing platform, rope
handling was a breeze, and we

performed our harbour manoeuvres
electrically. A burst with the bow
thruster pushed the nose away, and
the electric motor kicked in with a
gentle whirr when the single control
lever was moved forward.
Unlike a diesel, there are no
tickover revs to worry about. You can
spin the prop at 10rpm if you want.
With a gurgle of water from under
the transom, we were moving
forwards with barely a ripple. The
Greenline’s underwater profile
makes it a low-wake boat.
The helm seat is very comfortable,
with good all-round visibility, except
for the port quarter, which is blocked
by the fridge. Electric power took us
out of the harbour at 4 knots, and
when it was time to switch over, I
simply put the main throttle in
neutral, turned a switch on the
control panel, and the Volkswagen
five-cylinder 165hp purred into life.
Pushing the communal throttle
lever forwards, the bow lifted and
quickly picked up to its max speed
of 14 knots. Putting the helm over to
port in a tight turn, the boat heeled
gently to starboard like an attacking
destroyer. Normally, you would
expect a boat at speed to lean
inwards, so this outward turn was
unusual, but not distracting.
Yachtsmen, we are told, actually
quite like it as it reminds them of
going about.
On test, some rough seas showed
us that while the Greenline’s hull is
light, it’s also very well-built,
delivering a soft ride with no rattles
or bangs from below. Performance
coy
lfa
rn
G
h
evistd
figures suggest a fuel-sipping
consumption of 0.8gph at 7 knots –
close to 9mpg. At this speed, you’ll
have a range of over 750 miles from
the 278gal tank, with an extra 20
‘electric’ miles every time the
batteries are recharged. Factor in the

The solar roof can keep batteries topped up; a sunroof option is also available
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hybrid evolution
The Greenline 33 is being offered in
several forms. The conventional boat,
with a standard 75hp engine, no solar
panels but ‘hybrid ready’, costs from
£93,882. The full 165hp hybrid
version, with solar panels – which we
tested – will start at around £134,000,
depending on how many extras are

fitted. In 2011, a purely electric and
solar version will be introduced, with
far more battery capacity, although
we have no prices yet.
Seaway is now pushing ahead with
bigger versions on the same principle,
with a 40ft and a 45ft model at the
prototype stage.

Assembly
W visited the Greenline factory and viewed the insides of the boats as they
We
were being assembled. Without having to squeeze in another sleeping cabin,
Seaway has been able to give more space to the essential systems. The
engine sits centrally, flanked by the tankage. The surprisingly small battery
bank is located further forward. The GRP hull is reinforced in key areas, and all
the systems have been made as simple to use as possible.

An impressive 65 orders have already been taken for the Greenline
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additional recharging from the solar A click of a switch, and the boat was
in harbour mode again, charging
panels and you could easily clock
quietly from its solar cells. In theory,
1000 miles before refuelling. This
if you were to use this boat for river
backs up Seaway’s claim that just
one tank of diesel – roughly £1100 – cruising you may never need to fire
up the diesel. With a full charge
could last the entire season at slow
delivering four hours use at 5 knots,
displacement speeds.
As the revs and fuel consumption that could amount to a weekend of
cruising – as long as the sun
rose, the Greenline pushed
stayed out. And because
towards conventional
the enginebay is
cruising economies.
designed to cater for
At 10 knots, we
additional banks,
were getting
solar enthusiasts
through 2.8gph,
could add more
and that rose to
batteries if required.
6.5gph and 2.3mpg
The Greenline’s
at max revs. This still
lithium polymer
compares favourably
batteries are about
with the equivalent
one-third the size and
semi-planing designs but
Mean looks –
less so against faster
and mean on fuel density of conventional
lead acid equivalents. But
sportsboats – the Windy 33,
the draw back is they are about four
for instance, maintains 2.3mpg at
close to 40 knots compared with the times the price, although the costs
Greenline’s 14 knots. But Windy isn’t are coming down as volumes
increase. Lithium polymer isn’t quite
the competition and if you want to
as stable or as forgiving as lithium
cruise sedately with masses of ecoion, which may prove a better longwizardy, Greenline is a clear winner.
Docking under electric power is a term investment in this application
peaceful operation, with no revving and make the Greenline’s various
up, no clunking gears and no smoke. economies even more attractive.

SPECIFICATION
LENGTH OVERALL
32ft 7in (9.9m)
BEAM
11ft 5in (3.4m)
ENGINE 75hp 5cyl VW Marine diesel
165hp 5cyl VW Marine diesel
HYBRID ELECTRIC MOTOR VW 7kw
motor / 5kw generator
PRICE
Standard 75hp £93,882
Hybrid with 75hp £116,912
Hybrid with 165hp £126,782
SOLAR PANELS
£7637
SOLAR SUNROOF
£11,748
PERFORMANCE
rpm knots mpg dB(A)
1200 5.2
9.0 55 (electric)
1800 7.1
5.69 63 (diesel)
3000 10.5 2.6 70 (diesel)
3600 13.5 2.1 72 (diesel)
ENQUIRIES
Salterns Marina
Tel: 01202 707222
www.greenlinehybrid.com

CONCLUSION
FOR Great value hybrid
cruiser, low-speed efficiency
AGAINST One sleeping cabin
VERDICT Seaway has
created the first affordable
hybrid cruiser and now it
effectively owns the market

MBM
rating

33333
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Seaway

Founded in 1978, Seaway, and its
J&J design house, describes itself
as a boat development company.
Based in Slovenia, the company
has just opened a £20m factory
across the border in Italy, where
the Greenline is built.
Between them, Seaway and
J&J have been responsible for
hundreds of craft, working with
many of the world’s leading yards
and winning motorboat awards
along the way.
As a builder, Seaway is
responsible for the Skagen
trawler yacht range, which,
along with Greenline, is where
the next hybrid innovation will
be pitched.

hybrid drives
The hybrid revolution shows no sign of
abating, driven by ever-increasing fuel
prices, more efficient management
systems and conscientious buyers
realising they can do their bit for the
environment without any major
sacrifices.
Companies
such as
Steyr, Nanni,
Yanmar,
Beta and
Volkswagen have all developed
production hybrids, with the UK’s
Hybrid Marine offering a 13hp motor
that can be retrofitted to most
conventional shaftdrive engines for
about £5000.
The more common version is the
series hybrid, where the motor is
sandwiched between the bellhousing
and the gearbox, and doubles as a
generator without all the hassle of
additional plumbing and exhausts.
Retrofits are becoming more
accessible and affordable, with the
series hybrid electronic motor and
generator now a far more
commonplace product than it was
just a year or two ago.
Battery capacity remains a big
consideration, however, with most
hybrid enthusiasts going for deep-

“

VW’s diesel-electric engine

cycle lead acid batteries, although
Mastervolt has put a lot of effort into
advancing its lithium ion (Li-ion)
batteries. These have a much longer
life expectancy than lead acid, and
can be repeatedly run to exhaustion
without any
adverse
effects. Being
incredibly light,
Li-ion batteries
also avoid a lot
of ballast issues, but the raw materials
remain eye-wateringly expensive.
Looking ahead, boat designers can
see diesels being relegated to
passagemaking and charging duties,
with electrics taking over for local
cruising, especially on inland
waterways. Naval architects are
developing the possibilities of dieselelectric installations, where a diesel
engine is a pure generator, connected
to a remote drive by power cables
alone. This type of design is now
common on cruise ships, which run
steerable electric motors in pods.
Unlike those within the automotive
industry, marine hybrids can recharge
from wind generators or solar panels
and can support a mains system that
vastly broadens the range of
domestic appliances available.

Battery capacity
remains a big
consideration

”

We hit 14 knots on test but the big fuel savings are found at lower revs
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